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E/CN.14/ECO/67

INTRODUCTION

1. The Eighth.ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade.and Development took place from

9 to 17 August 1973- It was attended by representatives of 25 African:countries.

2. The ECA/OAU Joint Meetings are increasingly recognized, not only by African
* Governments, but also by Governments in other parts of the world as well as by

-~. international organizations, as the principal African governmental expert body for

at discussions of problems related to international trade.and finance. The discussions

at the Eighth Joint Meeting were concentrated.on the multilateral trade negotiations:

the intensive intergovernmental commodity consultations within UNCTAD; the future,

relations between African countries, and EECj-and the.reform of the international

monetary system. Frequent references were-also made to the Conference of Heads of

State and Government of the Non-Aligned countries in Algiers in September 1973. .

3. The report of the Eighth Joint Meeting is beforethe Executive Committee in

document'E/CN.I4/6OI. To facilitate the.discussion of, thereport, this paper briefly

reviews the developments in the areas discussed by.the Meeting since the ninth-meet

ing of the Executive Committee, on the international level; on the level of African

countries; and on the secretariat level. . ■ ■■ ... ■ ; :

NEGOTIATIONS. ON TRADE AND RELATED QUESTIONS . ■ : . -.

The multilateral trade negotiations . :

4. The efforts to.get the multilateral trade negotiations started were given,a.

great boost when:a Ministerial Meeting in Tokyo.in September this year adopted a

Declaration which formally launched the negotiations. The Ministers also/decided- ■

to set up a Trade Negotiations Committee which held its first meeting 24 October

1973. Thirty-one African countries attended the Tokyo meeting l/.

5. The Declaration is expressed in very broad terms and does not provide any

detailed guidelines for the actual negotiations. It calls for negotiations on.

tariffs, on non-tariff barriers and on agricultural products. A number of develop

ing countries, particularly from the Andean Group in Latin America, expressed re

servations about the wording of paragraphs dealing with relations between developed

and developing countries. African countries participating in the Ministerial Meeting

advocated strongly that a paragraph dealing with special measures in favour of the.

least developed countries should be included in the Declaration. Although this was

seriously contested by some Latin American countries, in particular Brazil and .

Colombia, on the grounds that such special measures could distort the market condi-'

tions for products such as cocoa and coffee, the paragraph was accepted by the

Meeting, ■ ■

6. The first meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee was devoted to reviewing .

the possible "formulas" that-can be used in the later talks; i.e. to phrase in more-

precise terms than the Ministers were able to do, the aim of the negotiations in the

field- of industrial tariffs, and the content of the agricultural chapter. Twenty

African countries attended the first meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee 2/.

l/ See annex to this note.

2/ Ibid.
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7. The position of African countries in these negotiations is governed by the

general principles and guidelines adopted last May in Addis Ababa by the Tenth

ordinary session oT the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of OAU. These

principles and guidelines, which had been formulated by the first African Minis

terial Conference on Trade, Finance and Monetary Problems, held in Abidjan in May

1973 were later amplified by African representatives to the GATT Preparatory Com

mittee1 on Trade Negotiations, and'submitted to that Committee in July. Two more

Ministerial Conferences have since been held, one in Lagos at the beginning of ' (

July, and one'in' Dar es Salaam at the beginning of October, to harmonize African

positions in" the'trade'arid-monetary negotiations. The Second African Ministerial

Conference, 'in Lagos, decided to set'up a-secretariat -to-service the negotiations'

between Africa aridthe European Economic Community, and requested that,' in collabora

tion with the^African GroupJin Geneva, the Economic Commission for Africa, and the

African Development Bank, it undertake a number of studies concerning GATT and the

multilateral trade negotiations. TheThird Conference, in Dar es Salaam, concentra

ted its deliberation's on the-negotiations with EEC, and took no^decision directly

affecting tho multilateral trade negotiations.

8. The Eighth ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development attached considerable

importance to the need for African countries to prepare themselves fully for the

multilateral trade negotiations, and, in particular, to the need for defining a

common African position. It agreed that African countries should approach the

negotiations with one voice, and "that one African .statement should be made at the

Tokyo meeting. It also expressed the- wish that the OAU and ECA secretariats should

participate as observers in the forthcoming negotiations. The African statement at

the Tokyo meeting was delivered by H.E. Mr. Wenike Briggs, Federal Commissioner for

Trade of Nigeria, on behalf of all African States participating in the Meeting.

9. It has been a long-standing policy of African countries to associate the ECA

secretariat closely.with their preparations for, and participation in, tho multilateral

trade negotiations. Thus the wish expressed at the Eighth ECA/OAU Joint Meeting
that the secretariat should be given observer status in the negotiations, was taken

up by African delegations at the thirteenth session of the UNCTAD Trade and Develop

ment Board in September this year. As a result, the Board noted, in its agreed conclu

sions on the multilateral trade negotiations, the desire of some members that the'

executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions should be afforded the

opportunity to follow the developments in the multilateral trade negotiations, in'

order to assist the developing countries in their regions.

10. - Following the recommendation of the Eighth EOA/OAU Joint Meeting and the agreed
conclusions-of the'Trade and Development Board, the Executive Secretary has written

to the Chairman of the African Group in Geneva suggesting that the African members

of the -Trade Negotiations Committee should propose that ECA should be given observer

status. 'There can probably be no question of permanent and continuous attendance by

ECA,'since these negotiations will cover at least two-three years. However, at cer

tain periods issues of particular importance to African^countries as a whole, or to

groups of African countries might arise. Iri such cases the ECA secretariat might

play a useful role in'a technical advisory-capacity to African delegations.
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The intensive intergovernmental commodity consultations within UNCTAD

11. By its. resolution. 83(lll) the third session of UNCTAD requested its' Secretary-
General: to carry out intensive intergovernmental consultations on commodities or
groups of commodities. The Conference requested the Secretary-General to consult
with interested Governments concerning the commodities which should be the subject
of the intensive consultations, and the procedures to be followed during them.

12. In accordance with the instruction handed down by the cocond mooting of the ECA
Conference of- Ministers the African Group formally submitted a list of 22 commodities,
including coffee as a first priority 3/. However, when the list of the Secretary-
General of .UNCTAD was published in a document presented to the thirteenth session
of the Trade .and Development Board, it was found" "that: only 9 African commodities -
were included, and that coffee was not among them. - '

13. The Eighth ECA/OAU Joint Meeting, therefore, confirmed and endorsed the list
presented by African countries. It stressed that-coffee in particular should be
included in the final, list'adopted by UNCTAD.

14.. The African spokesman at the Thirteenth session expressed astonishment that no
concrete action had been taken on coffee. The'African Group sought a firm commit
ment from the. Secretary-General of UNCTAD and from all parties interested in the
question of. coffee, that there would be an agreement by the countries or groups'of
countries concerned to the immediate inclusion of coffee in the intensive inter
governmental consultations to be completed before or by the end of 1974.

15. This position was strongly opposed by the representatives of the Latin American
countries. In their view there were .compelling reasons for the exclusion'of coffee
from the consultations, since coffee was already covered by the International Coffee
Organization 4/. : . ' . . ■ . ' .

16.. In view of the divergent positions of the main parties, efforts were made during
the first.week of the Board within the Group of 77 and in a Contact group, chaired
by the President ,of the Board,;to find a solution to the problem. The official "
position of the. other group of the Board - the developed market economy countries
(Group B), the Asian countries and the socialist countries (Group D) - was that they
could.accept whatever agreement could be reached between the Latin American and the '•
African Groups, unless it set a precedent prejudicial to the solution of. other
problems which opposing groups of countries within UNCTAD have yet to resolve.

17. It soon became obvious that the Board was facing a complete deadlock. None of
the parties involved found it possible to move from their initial positions. In
view of the decision taken by the African Ministers in Accra, the African countries
considered that this was more than a technical problem, that it was a political

^ ^ Preparations, for the international negotiations on trade, finance and monetary
matters, (E/CN.I4/ECO/59) paras 9 - 16. ;■ . J

4/ Countries with a.great share in the world,coffee-market, such as'Brazil and
Colombia, have; a de facto veto, in.the present arrangements because of the system of
weighted voting applicable in the International Coffee Organization.
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problem.! and that, "therefore political means* .had to. .be. resorted^ to.,in .the last -:

instance to find a solution. On that basis, African countries decided to condition

their participation on all items ;before the Board to a solution of the problem of

the inclusion of coffee on,the UNCTAD list. Legally, it would have been possible

for the Board to continue its work even without the-participation of African-coun

tries* However, politically the situation would'have been untenable1.

18O The- official work was accordingly completely paralyzed for about five days y
during which private consultations'took placed At'theend of these consultations, •

.the Board' accepted'without a vote a resolution requesting "the Secretary-General of ";

UNCTAD .to-make arrangements for intensive intergovernmental consultations on coffee

to take;place.in;the period between October 1973 and March 1974". The Secretary-

General ;qf;UNGTAD.is now unequivocally obliged to proceed with this work. The

African members of the Trade and Development Board" have implemented the instruction

given to them by the ECA Conference of Ministers in Accra.

19. UNCTAD usually advances.; through confrontation,, at various levels and at Various

degrees of intensity. However, the seriousness of the confrontation on coffee

probably exceeded anything that had happened on earlier occasions within the UNCTAD

machinery. At times, it even appeared that the future existence and proper' function

ing of UNCTAD was at stake. That a solution could be found,- giving a clear and

singular victory to the African Group, showed on the other hand'the resilience of

the UNCTAD machinery,, in the sense that very few delegations could contemplate such ■

an outcome. Two developed countries (France-'and Belgium) have suggested a meeting

for early 1974. of permanent representatives to UNCTAD to "draw conclusion from this

occurence".*

The future relations between African countries, and EEC *

20. The formal opening of the negotiations between African countries and the -:

European Economic Community took place in Brussels 25 July 1973, at an information

meeting between African;Ministers and the Council of Ministers of EEC. At that meet

ing the African position was presented by one spokesman, the Federal Commissioner

for Trade of Nigeria, on the basis of decisions that had been taken at the Second

African Ministerial Conference in Lagos at the beginning of July. The first negotiat

ing encounter wi£h the Community took place ;17 October. 1973. On the African side the

preparations for that meeting were made at the Third African Ministerial Conference

in Dar es Salaam at the beginning of October. :It appears that this first working

session with the Nine was only of limited substantive significance since the Nine

still do not seem to have solved their internal difficulties, in particular in

respect of the questions of reciprocal trade concessions, .and of the scheme to

guarantee the export earnings of the African countries. . . : • 1

21. The Second. African Ministerial, Conference' in- Lagos in-July reaffirmed" the" I

commitment of African countries to the principles adopted at the Tenth assembly of

OAU Heads of State and Government in Addis Ababa in May. In a resolution on the j

forthcoming negotiations between Africa and the European Economic- Community, the ;

Conference recommended that all member states of. OAU should be represented at the J

Brussels meeting in July; decided that the Chairman of the Conference should be the I

spokesman-."of the African Group; and requested the Administrative Secretary-General :

of OAU to establish a secretariat to'service, the negotiations,-taking particular

account of the experience and expertise of the secretariats of the Associated
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African-Malagasy Stages and- the East ;Afri-can Community.' At the Third; African

Ministerial Conference,, in Dar.es Salaam ■in October,' African"countries agreed." to

maintain, a-common. position In., the negotiations•■; The Conference appointed a. com-

mittee-of "three-Nigeria, Senegal and Zaire -to review the preparatory work .sub

mitted.-by the :African Ambassadors in Brussels; adopted the Rules of procedure of

the African Group in Brussels; and set up a Council of Ministers, and a Committee

of Ambassadors. These bodies will be serviced by a Group of Experts and an Admi

nistrative Secretariat located in Brussels. . ■

22. This subject/was .included on the agenda:.of the Eighth ECA/OAU Joint Mee.ting

for the purpose-of information. The meeting did. not consider that it; had any,,

competence1, to 'discuss the substance in view of /the decisions taken by African Heads

of State and Government and' African Ministers. It concluded its discussion1 by.

requesting the: ECA secretariat,, in cooperation with the OAU secretariat, to pre

pare studies covering .the following points: : ■,-.-■,

■•■. ..<■ (i.). -Commodities (raw, serai-processed and processed) . .;

(a) access to the market of EEC;
... :,- ... ■ , . \\) .stable and remunerative prices to the African producers;

. (c) "structural., adjustment policy in favour of the products of African
.'.'.. . ' \ ' .countries . ■-•■-. , ; . . ;.■ :

(ii) African countries' easy and assured access to the technology of EEC.

. X.iii).;. Transportation and insurance.

\±v) -Preferential treatment.to African products,, taking into account the '
-..■■• ; question of the least' developed among the .developing .^countries .

.;_... (v) .Division.of labour \ .:! V ' ' "'" ' ' v; :'"" ''"''.'' '''

(vi) Balance-of-payments problems; financial and monetary issues . .:

.. ...(yii):. The implications of the common agricultural policy of EEC for African
, . agr.i.cuiturai products .' " :": :"/" . :- ;.-".l'"-.'r .r. -}-v..._

(viii). The implications for African countries :.of the various possible relation
ships between. Africa and EEC -' ■ ■. : . .. .. ■ ... .

. (ix) Apprppriate techniciues,1. modalities and.'ground" rules for the "negotiations
■ between .African ..countries and E^C • ■

23. In carrying put these studies the secretariat will take into-account the

particular.interests of individual African countries.

Secretariat activities to support African countries in' the'above negotiations

24. The three negotiations reviewed above are closely related. The multilateral

trade, negotiations, constitute one element in the interrelated series of disGussiohs

on trade in GATT, UNCTAD and EEC'to ach'ieve.a more'{ rational and-equitable inter
national economic order. . It is therefore necessary,to consider how ah African '

strategy in one of these forums .'can be strengthened by related' or supplementary

action inrthe two other forums... The activities outlined below will therefore cover
all three negotiations: ■.■ . . .. •■ .-.•.■.'■;./.■; ■ --,_<.■ ■. ■ ■■ ■,.-....
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Quantitative and qualitative analysis: ECA has received from GATT tariff and
trade cards showing the.imports of developed countries from African countries.

These .cards are now being analyzed by the ECA computer. ' It is expected that

the analysis; wilf/enable' individual African countries or groups of African .
countries tq_ identify products or tariffs'and non-tariff barriers of special

interest to "them in the negotiations.'

ECA has received from UNCTAD data showing the shares of a number of processed

agricultural products of interest to African countries in the markets of major |>
developed countries, and is expecting shortly other data, in particular on

non-tariff barriers .and on effective protection and its escalation with the

degree of processing. It has a.lso been tentatively agreed with UNCTAD that a

member of the UNCTAD secretariat will visit ECA shortly to assist in integrat

ing the GATT and.UNCTAD data into the ECA computer programme. Since the ECA

computer may not be able'1 to' handle some of the more' complicated and sophisti
cated calculations, it may be desirable to undertake, the secretariat is look

ing into the possibilities of using the facilities in Geneva to carry out part

of the work.

The results of the analysis will be made available to interested African Govern

ments either in the form of short notes or more detailed studies, depending
upon the nature of the problem. They will obviously also form part of the

basis for the project's advisory services.

Meetings and seminars: It had tentatively been planned to hold an orientation

workshop on the multilateral trade negotiations at the end of October, as part
of the co-operation between-ECA and UNCTAD to assist African developing coun

tries in the negotiations. It is how envisaged to'use these resources to
finance advisers to prepare for and participate in African governmental expert

meetings in the course of.the negotiations.

Advisory services: Advisory services might have to be provided both to indivi
dual African countries, groups of countries, or the region as a whole (at
meetings of all African countries, possibly at the African Group at the Trade
Negotiations Committee). In view of the very strong desire of African countries
to have an ECA "presence" at GATT during the negotiations, provisions may have

to be made to meet this demand. At this stage it is not possible to assess

whether there is need for a permanent ECA secretariat, for the duration of the
negotiations, or intermittent attendance by ECA staff, as and when problems
of particular importance .to African.countries arise, or a combination of these
two alternatives, with a very smal-1 permanent secretariat which could be streng
thened at particular periods. The main issue is how can ECA assistance be made

most effective^/. . ■ . . ■ ■ ■ . .' . '

; £/ Out of twenty African countries which participated,in the first meeting

of-the Trade Negotiations.Committee, only ten have permanent-missions in Geneva.
An ECA presence may be of assistance to both those who have missions and participate
in the negotiations and to those who consider that they can not. afford the financial
sacrifice of setting up a permanent mission during the.negotiation. An annex to

this note sets out the present position.
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25- It appears that a major problem'in the secretariat trade activities will be

the recruitment of consultants and advisers of the right calibre and background.

The secretariat considers it absolutely essential that these activities should be

mainly undertaker; by African experts. This will, of course-, entail a sacrifice by

.those member States that will be requested'to make qualified and experienced staff

available.- However, in order'to effectively implement activities'aimed at assist

ing African countries in the international trade negotiations/ African Governments

•would be expected to release their nationals for shorter or longer periods. The
"tenth meeting of the Executive Committee may, therefore, wish to adopt a strong and
sincere recommendation to African Governments 'to release competent staff to parti

cipate in these activities whenever they are requested to do so.

' ; ■' •' -" -! 'REFORM OF^THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM

2,6. The Nairobi ■meeting of'the International Monetary Fund in September did not

take any decision on the basic ingredients of a new international monetary system.

Instead the meeting showed the pervasive nature of the problem. The only concrete

decision-made was to set 31 -:July 1974 .'as a deadline for a "political" decision that ■

would allow the experts to finalize the task. Some observers and participants in -

the negotiations, in particular from developing countries, do not appear to be

optimistic about^meeting this deadline. However, even if the deadline were met,
this would only mean that work would 'start in earnest on the extraordinary tech-'
nical problems that have to be resolved, in particular the translation of the 'r •

political decision into articles of agreement.

27* The Nairobi meeting was preceded in Lagos at the end of August by the third

regular meeting of the Association of African Central Banks, for which the ECA

secretariat functions as secretariat. It will be recalled that the second: regular

meeting of the As'sociatiori, coming immediately after the suspension of the' converti

bility of the US dollar in August 1971, adopted a statement which strongly influenced

the African position, and that.of the other developing countries, at the 1971 annual

meeting of IMF and'the thi'rdi session o'f UNCTAD. This year's meeting adopted a ' '■

"Statement on the Principles of the reform of the international monetary "system -

the African stand",, which again had a significant influence on the positions of
African spokesmen in Nairobi.' ' ' ■ ■

28. The siiatoment adopted by the Assembly of Governors of the Association of

African Central Banks,, which also is noted in detail in the report of the thirteenth

session of the Trade and Development Board, deals inter alia with-the following

major issues:

(i) adjustment process, particularly that major trading currency countries
should come under rigorous surveillance with respect to their external

and domestic economic policies;

(ii) convertibility, in particular that there should be a full asset settle
ment system; ■

(iii) primary reserve assets, in particular that special drawing rights should ■■'
be'the"■principal-and the main'reserve assets of the reformed system and ■ 1]

based on those of the; average of a representative basket of currencies; ' ;r'

attracting interest'rates that are averages of that basket; . -t" '■'"■
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(iv) development assistance and trade, in particular that the link between

SDRs and additional1 development finance' should be an integral part, of

:. the reformed system; .that allopations' of the link-SDRs should be made .

directly tbmember countries and weighted in favour of,the least-developed

'■ . among the. developing-countries; and that the reformed system should,in

clude a mechanism to ensure'stability in'the prices.of primary commodities

and other products of developing countries; . . v.-

' ■■ . ■■ ■ •■.■■■■

(v) .reservermanagement,. in particular, that>new policies .on reserves, should ■..

. ;■ .'take into Recount,.the interest .of the developing, countries; .. . ■ ■

(vi) structure of the International Monetary Fund, in particular the streng

thening of the Executive Board by endowing it with the .political stature

.to perform its functions in the reformed system, and the need to have the

.quota structure and voting system reflect present-day realities of.the .

'international monetary community. . . . . ' .

29. The"report" of the .third regular meeting of the Association is before the ninth .

meeting of the Executive Committee in document E/CN.I4/6O3. -4

30. The Eighth ECA/OAU: Joint Meeting adopted the following seven basic principles -

on whiclTany decisions on the future of the international monetary system .should

be based: ; '.,... ...

(i) Countries should return to a system of stable, although adjustable,

.exchange rates as soon as possible; ...

(ii) Decisions' on international monetary reform, either of a short-term,or

long-term nature, should be made in larger forums than the Group of Ten -

■ ' or the Group of Fourteen; . ;

(iii) SDRs should be made the principal, reserve asset through a progressive

creation of SDRs, every year v/ithout exception;

(iv) Any arrangements for the creation and allocation of SDRs should take

into account the development needs of the developing countries and

should provide for.net real resource transfers to developing countries;

(v) A link.should be established between SDRs and additional development

finance; ...... . .

(vi) Speculative capital movements.should be controlled to ensure that ex

change rates are not always' at the mercy of speculators; ;

(vii) Machinery should be established for the solution of the interrelated

problems of trade, development, finance and monetary issues in.a co

ordinated manner. ...

31. The Joint Meeting also stressed the need for putting the full political weight

of the whole of the Group of 77 behind the Group of 24 and the. nine developing
countries members of the Committee, of Twenty, and instructed the African Group in

Geneva Ho pursue this matter further withrthe Group of 77* . - .
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Secretariat, activities to support African countries in the monetary negotiations ;

32. After having, contacted a number of African monetary"experts, the secretariat ':
hasI/concluded that the support;of African countries can most effectively be achieved

by the recruitment of a very limited number, say 2-3, African monetary advisers for

a short period to.prepare the necessary technical documents. This documentation will

be submitted to a Panel of African:Monetary Experts. The recommendations of the

Panel could be*submitted to an extraordinary meeting of the Association of African

Central Banks before July next year. :" ' '

CONFERENCE OP HEADS OP STATE

........ AND GOVERNMENT OF THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES

3.3. The Fourth Non-aligned Summit Conference ended in Algiers 9 September after

■approving an Economic Declaration arid an Action Programme for economic co-operation

among developing countries. Forty African countries attended the Conference, :

34- The ECA secretariat has been olosely associated with the elaboration of the

Action Programme in respect of co-operation in the fields of trade, industry.and

transport. Following the third summit of non-aligned countries in Lusaka in I97°f

a meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs held at Georgetown, Guyana, in August

1972 adopted an .Action Programme for economic co-operation, which deals with the

following four major sectors of co-operation among hon-alighed and other developing
countries: .■■..- -...:■. v.

1 (i) Trade, industry and transport; " "'^' ■;-■''■ ■■

(ii) Technology, know-how and technical assistance;"-' .

(iii). Financial and monetary co-operation;

,. (iv) International co-operation f6r;the economic "development of developing' ■
■ countries.' ■. ■ • ■ . .. :

35* To ensure the implementation.of the steps outlined in the Action Programme,

the Standing committee of the non-aligned countries, at a meeting in December 1972,

decided that four member countries, selected on a regional basis, should be res

ponsible for the follow-up action and co-ordination in the four sectors. Trade,

transport and industry was assigned to Guyana assisted by the Carribean Community

Secretariat; technology, know-how and technical assistance to Yugoslavia assisted

by Algeria;'financial and.monetary co-operation to India assisted bj"Indonesia; and

international co-operation for economic development to Egypt assisted by Nigeria.

36. The Foreign.Ministers at their August 1972 meeting had decided that in the

implementai.ipn'of the Action Programme, the assistance of United-Nations bodies,
notably the regional economic commissions located in Addis Ababa,^Bangkok and

Santiago, should be sought. Consequently,-at the request of the Government of

Guyana, and with.financial assistance from the United Nations Office of Technical

Co-operation, United Nations experts havo elaborated a draft project request of

US Clj710,000 to UNDP in the fields of trade, industry and transport. The project

request covers three major activates - economic co-operation in trade and production,

transport, and producers' associations.
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37. The executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions and UNESOB, at .

their meeting in June 1973» in discussing regional co-operation and specifically "

the Action.Programme for co-operation among developing countries felt "that this

was indeed one of the most challenging among the multinational projects in which the

United Nations were called:upon to assist. The benefits to be derived,would include

not only the expansion of trade between the developing countries themselves, but

also the encouragement of investment by the richer developing countries in other

developing nations, as well as the exchange of technology among them". They also

considered "that attention should bo given to organizing the necessary machinery t
in order that national, regional and global efforts could be harmonized as effective

ly as possible". ■

38. The project for economic co-operation in the fields of trade, industry and-

transport was presented by .the Government of Guyana at the Algiers Conference. It

was; however, not discussed in detail, partly because the other countries responsible

for implementing the Action Programme adopted in August l°-72 presented only .very

general papers. The Algiers Conference therefore, recommended that the mandate of

the co-ordinators should be extended till the next Summit Conference.

39. The Government of Guyana will now present the interregional project in the

fields of trade, industry and transport for UNDP's consideration. Although the

three other co-ordinators have not, as far as is known,.yet elaborated any project

in their respective areas of responsibility for submission to UNDP, it may be

anticipated that assistance may be needed in the future for the implementation of

activities in these areas. If requested, the Executive Secretary of ECA will

endeavour with maximum co-operation and adequate financial support from the rest of

the United Nations family, to co-ordinate the formulation of interregional projects

on economic co-operation among developing countries in the areas which.are the.

responsibility of African countries.

40c The Government of Guyana is the Executing Government for the project, in trade,
industry and transport., The project .will be, located in Georgetown, Guyana. It.is

proposed that the United Nations should be designated as the Executing Agency. It

is further recommended that:

■V (i) the Executing Government will.be assisted in the discharge of its res

ponsibilities. by;1 a policy- co-ordinating, committee composed of a small.

number of countries .appointed-at .the Algiers Summit; ,

(ii) the project secretarial/, will-be the: main administrative body of the project.

It will be headed by a project manager.appointed by the Executing Agency

following'consultations: with the regional economic commission, and. approval

by the policy co-ordinating committee;

(iii) responsibility for sub-projects- and. resources will, "be assigned by the
Executing Agency to the regional economic commissions and UNESOB, and other

agencies of the United Nations system; , ..

(iv) liaison officers to the project secretariat shall be appointed by the ...

regional economic commiasions and other, participating agencies. .
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41- The African position on economic co-operation among developing countries '
"belonging to different regions was set. out "by the Third ECa/oaU Joint Meeting on '
Trade and Development in January 1969.' That meetingdecided'that ."highest priority
should be given tdv-ecohoraic co-operation within Africa", "but "the programme of

, intra-African co-operation would obviously not rule out efforts to expand trade
with.developing countries in other regions. 'Intra-regional and interregional ":

j measures were not necessarily mutually exclusive". The meeting saw, however, one

field in which interregional co-operation could prove valuable, and stated" that ' :
"African countries, 'with the co-operation of ECA, should take a more active part
in the establishment of associations :and groups of producing countries with the
aim of ensuring eventually that producing countries are in a.position to take self-
reliant action in defence of their supports' in commodity markets". ..."

42. The mairi African' emphasis in the project is accordingly on the development of
producers' associations among developing countries. Even.so, great care will have'
to be taken to ensure7 that resources are not diverted from scarce regional liPF's.
The project is part of the wider question of how to promote the economic develop
ment of developing countries. It must, therefore, be seen'against the background

of other measures so as to avoid inconsistency and to determine the priority to be
given to each of these measures. It is necessary to arrive at a rational alloca

tion of the UNDP resources put at the disposal of developing countries for economic
co-operation.

43. The priorities in ECA's work programme have been laid down by the Technical
Committee of Experts and endorsed by the Conference of Ministers meeting in Accra
in February 1973. The only clear authority in ECA's work programme in so far as
interregional projects are concerned, is in respect of commodity consultations among
developing countries. Africa's strategy for development in the 1970s 6/ also
recommends, in paragraph 10(iii), that steps should be taken for the "establish
ment of associations and groupings of African primary producing countries, in co

operation with other developing countries". The present resource situation in the

ECA secretariat has not permitted an all-out effort to implement resolution 2l8(x).
Studies have been prepared on a limited number of commodities of interest to African
countries, but resources have not been available for a follow-up. The part of the
present interregional project dealing with producers' associations could provide
part of the solution to that problem. If the ECA secretariat is to be involved in

the implementation of the interregional project there will be need for strengthening
the secretariat with additional resources, which may be provided by the project.

If no additional resources are provided, the ECA contribution, apart from studies
that have already been carried out, may be very limited.

6/ ECA resolution 2l8(x).
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44. Interregional co-operation among developing countries.can be a useful comple

ment to. efforts aimed at. regional co-operation. However, care would- have to be

taken to ensure that the chances of success on the regional level .are not impaired

by commitments towards, third countries. . While..there may be many types of arrange-r

ments on the interregional level which will, not .harm regional efforts, there are. ■

on the other hand those which may be harmful, such as for instance, if one country .■

of an emerging regional grouping grants preference's., to third countries on an item

which other countries of the. grouping produces, or concessions which make alloca

tion of investments between regional group .partners more difficult. Africa is

already facing such difficulties because of the links of certain African-countries ■

with developed countries. Also, with respect to -infrastructural improvements in .* .

the field of transport, Af-rican countries might have .to decide whether scarce re

sources are to be invested with a view to providing a regional market with the

necessary basic network or to establishing'links with.-more distant countries. There

fore, although there, may not, in the long-run, be any incompatibility betw.een

regional and interregional efforts, priorities will have "to be established.
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African countries

Algeria

Botswana

Burundi

Cameroon

, . ANNEX

MULTILATERAL TRADE

Toly.o Ministerial

Conference

X

X

X

Central African Republic x

Chad

Congo

Dahomey" '

Equatorial Guinee

Egypt

Ethiopia

Gabon

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Ivory Coast

Kenya

Lesotho

Liberia

Libya

Madagascar

Malawi

Mali

Mauritania

Mauritius

Morocco

Niger

Nigeria

Rwanda

Senegal

Sierra Leone

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

■

NEGOTIATIONS

Trade Negotiations

Committee

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

•

X

X

Mission in

Geneva

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

•

X

X

X

X

X

l/ Missions permanentes aupres des Nations Unies a Geneve, N°. 36, juillet 1973.
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African countries

32- Somalia .

33. Sudan

34. Swaziland

35- Tanzania

36. Togo

37. Tunisia

38. Uganda ,

39. Upper Volta

40. Zaire r "** "

41. Zambia

Tokyo Ministerial <

Conference

• ■ .■ x.- ■

' X

■ -. x

X

X

X

X T

X

X

■

Trade Negotiations

Committee

X

:,-t-x:

x ■

X

X

Y

Mission in

Geneva

X

*■

x :

. .:

r

x

Total 31 20 15
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